
Order of the 

Laurel
(OL)

Title: Master/Mistress

Knight
(KSCA)

Title: Sir/Dame

Order of the

Rose
Title: Count/Countess or Duke/Duchess

Order of the 

Pelican
(OP)

Title: Master/Mistress

Master
(MSCA)

Title: Master/Mistress

Order of the 

Maunche 
(OM)

Title: Lord/Lady

Order of the 

Tygers Combattant 
(OTC)

Title: Lord/Lady

Order of the 

Silver Crescent 
(OSC)

Title: Lord/Lady

King's Order of 

Excellence

Order of the 

Burdened Tyger 
(OBT)

Order of the 

Terpsichore 

Order of the 

Troubadours 

Golden Kinder Order of 

Gawain

Order of the 

Tyger's Cub

The candidate must have completed one reign as Consort 

and be considered the equal of his or her prospective 

peers.  Title is dependent on number of reigns, 

Count/Countess for one reign and Duke/Duchess for two.

Service

Given for vocal entertainment, and especially for 

encouraging others to join in or respond in kind. 

Given by the Sovereign to those who maintain a high 

standard of authenticity in their dress, behavior, persona, 

and goods, in the feast hall, in their encampments, and on 

the field. 

Given for consistent and unselfish devotion in teaching 

dance and polite court movement. 

Presented to those gentles associated with running an 

event or an aspect of an event which the Crown attended, 

and which They feel was well above the normal standard 

of excellence in the Kingdom. However, it cannot be 

awarded at that same event. An individual can receive this 

award more than once. 

Royal Peer

Given for arts and sciences, either for excellence in one 

specific area or for surpassing competence in several. 

Given for prowess at SCA combat, either for excellence in 

one weapons form or for surpassing competence in 

several. 

Youth Awards

Arts and Sciences Heavy Combat

The candidate must be considered the equal of his or her 

prospective peers with the basic weapons of tournament 

combat.  Knights are required to swear fealty to the 

Crown.

Orders of Honor

(do not automatically 

carry an AoA)

Given for service: either long service within an area of the 

Kingdom from which the entire Kingdom benefits, or by 

continuing service in ways which directly benefit a large 

portion of the Kingdom.

The candidate must have attained the standard of service 

to the Society or any of its branches equal to that of his or 

her prospective peers, which is above and beyond that 

normally expected of members of the Society.

The candidate must have attained the standard of 

excellence in skill and/or knowledge equal to that of his or 

her prospective peers in some area of the Arts or Sciences. 

Furthermore, the candidate must have applied this skill 

and/or knowledge for the instruction of members and 

service to the kingdom to an extent above and beyond 

that normally expected of members of the Society.

The candidate must be considered the equal of his or her 

prospective peers with the basic weapons of tournament 

combat.  Masters are not required to swear fealty to the 

Crown.

Bestowed Peerages

(convey a Patent of 

Arms, Society-wide)

Orders of High Merit

(accompanied by AoA 

if recipient does not 

already have one)



Blue Tyger Legion

King's Cypher

Tyger of Foreign Legions Queen's Cypher

Important notes:

Awards are given at the discretion of the Crown.

This chart lists awards by type, it is not necessary to receive lower level awards before receiving a higher level award.

Award overview of the East Kingdom

Made by: Lady Tola knityr

During the reign of King Kenric II and Queen Avelina II

Special thanks to Gebhard Rauten, whose Midrealm Award Overview inspired this.  See his at: http://lozengia.com/gebhard/simple-award-overview/

References and pictures:

http://www.sca.org/awards/east.html

http://op.wiglaf.org/

http://www.midrealm.org/heraldry/awards.htm#op

King's Order of the Tyger of Valor
Given by the king, at his last court, to those who were of 

exceptional service during his reign. It recognizes those 

who have been the pillars of the Crown, beyond the call of 

duty. No more than ten Cyphers may be awarded during a 

reign. The token is an item bearing the king's initial 

together with an "R"

Given to groups who have demonstrated exceptional 

martial prowess on the field. A group inducted into the 

Legion may hang from its banner a schwenkle (small flag), 

bendy purpure and Or, charged with the initials of the 

inducting sovereigns. No more than one group may be 

inducted into the Legion during any one reign. A group 

may be recognized in this manner more than once, in 

which case the initials of the sovereigns will be added to 

the existing schwenkle. 

Gift of the Golden Lyre

Given to those East Kingdom subjects who have 

demonstrated exceptional martial prowess on the field, or 

supported the East as field support, staff, etc., at events 

held in other kingdoms. An individual may receive this 

honor more than once. 

Given by the King to individual members of the armies of 

the East Kingdom who have distinguished themselves 

either by displaying extraordinary command excellence on 

the battlefield at an Inter-Kingdom War, or by displaying 

extraordinary actions of valor on the battlefield at an Inter-

Kingdom War. This award may be given no more than 

three times during a reign. 

Given by the queen, at her last court, to those who helped 

her during her reign. No more than ten Cyphers may be 

awarded during a reign. The token is an item bearing the 

queen's initial together with an "R". 

Given by the royalty to specially honor a person for service 

to the Kingdom above and beyond the call of duty. This 

honor is infrequently granted. An individual may be 

recognized in this way only once.

East Kingdom 

Augmentation of ArmsGiven by the King and/or Queen to an individual or group 

whose single work or performance, either displayed 

publically or in an arts & sciences display at a Royal 

Progress, manifests and represents the fire and passion of 

the East Kingdom arts. Artistic use of period mediums, 

creativity, and/or inspirational value of the work or 

performance are considered. Documentation is not 

required, but is highly recommended. The award may be 

given to a work in progress. Individuals/groups can receive 

the award more than once during a reign, but not for the 

same work or performance. The token is a blue tyger 

bearing a golden lyre. 

Given to children (under the age of 18) of the East who 

display or perform works of Arts & Sciences that manifest 

the spirit of the East Kingdom Arts. The token of the 

award is a coin displaying the initials of the awarding 

Royalty.

Youth Awards For children who display admirable virtue and decorum at 

events. Members are entitled to act as pages to the 

royalty until they reach the age of 18. 

Given to honor and recognize those young people (up to 

and including the age of 17) who have distinguished 

themselves by acts of valor, honor, chivalry, courtesy, and 

leadership within a youth martial activity. 

Kingdom Honors



Order of the 

Sagittarius  
(OSag)

Title: Lord/Lady

Order of the 

Golden Rapier
(OGR)

Title: Don/Dona

Order of the 

Silver Rapier

Order of the 

Golden Mantle
Queen's Order of 

Courtesy
(QoC)

Tyger of the East

Order of 

Artemis

Order of 

Gawain

Order of 

Gawain

Order of 

Gawain

Given to those who most embody and perso

of the East Kingdom. No more than one per

recognized during a reign; a person may rec

only once.

Given for martial skill upon the rapier field. 

Seige Weaponry/Scouting/ 

Thrown Weaponry

Given to those who have demonstrated prowess in an 

auxiliary capacity on the field of battle and the target 

range in the areas of Siege Weaponry, Scouting, and 

Thrown Weaponry, and given service to the Kingdom in 

these areas. This Award may be bestowed upon 

individuals or upon units (e.g. - siege weapon crews). 

Presented by the consort to those who show exemplary 

courtesy to all. 

CourtesyFencing Ideals of the East

Given to those who have demonstrated prowess in 

combat archery on the field of battle, given service to the 

Kingdom (such as marshalling, commanding, building 

equipment, or teaching), and served the Queen on and off 

the field. 

Archery

Given to those who show superior prowess at target 

archery, and who have distinguished themselves in 

archery in one of the following areas; teaching and 

demonstrating the art of archery, making archery 

equipment or by helping to arrange archery at events 

and/or sites. 

Given for excellence in the art of fence, for superior 

prowess in the lists, teaching, and promoting and 

expanding the knowledge of the art.



Blue Tyger Legion Blue Tyger Legion

Tyger of Foreign Legions Tyger of Foreign Legions
Given to those East Kingdom subjects who have 

demonstrated exceptional martial prowess on the field, or 

supported the East as field support, staff, etc., at events 

held in other kingdoms. An individual may receive this 

honor more than once. 

King's Order of the Tyger of Valor King's Order of the Tyger of Valor

Given to those East Kingdom subjects who have 

demonstrated exceptional martial prowess on the field, or 

supported the East as field support, staff, etc., at events 

held in other kingdoms. An individual may receive this 

honor more than once. 

Given to groups who have demonstrated exceptional 

martial prowess on the field. A group inducted into the 

Legion may hang from its banner a schwenkle (small flag), 

bendy purpure and Or, charged with the initials of the 

inducting sovereigns. No more than one group may be 

inducted into the Legion during any one reign. A group 

may be recognized in this manner more than once, in 

which case the initials of the sovereigns will be added to 

the existing schwenkle. 

Given to groups who have demonstrated exceptional 

martial prowess on the field. A group inducted into the 

Legion may hang from its banner a schwenkle (small flag), 

bendy purpure and Or, charged with the initials of the 

inducting sovereigns. No more than one group may be 

inducted into the Legion during any one reign. A group 

may be recognized in this manner more than once, in 

which case the initials of the sovereigns will be added to 

the existing schwenkle. 

Given to those East Kingdom subjects who have 

demonstrated exceptional martial prowess on the field, or 

supported the East as field support, staff, etc., at events 

held in other kingdoms. An individual may receive this 

honor more than once. 

Given by the King to individual members of the armies of 

the East Kingdom who have distinguished themselves 

either by displaying extraordinary command excellence on 

the battlefield at an Inter-Kingdom War, or by displaying 

extraordinary actions of valor on the battlefield at an Inter-

Kingdom War. This award may be given no more than 

three times during a reign. 

Given to honor and recognize those young people (up to 

and including the age of 17) who have distinguished 

themselves by acts of valor, honor, chivalry, courtesy, and 

leadership within a youth martial activity. 

Given to honor and recognize those young people (up to 

and including the age of 17) who have distinguished 

themselves by acts of valor, honor, chivalry, courtesy, and 

leadership within a youth martial activity. 

Given to honor and recognize those young people (up to 

and including the age of 17) who have distinguished 

themselves by acts of valor, honor, chivalry, courtesy, and 

leadership within a youth martial activity. 

Given by the King to individual members of the armies of 

the East Kingdom who have distinguished themselves 

either by displaying extraordinary command excellence on 

the battlefield at an Inter-Kingdom War, or by displaying 

extraordinary actions of valor on the battlefield at an Inter-

Kingdom War. This award may be given no more than 

three times during a reign. 

Tyger of Foreign Legions



Order of 

Gawain

Equestrian

Given to those who most embody and personify the ideals 

of the East Kingdom. No more than one person may be so 

recognized during a reign; a person may receive this honor 

Other RecognitionIdeals of the East



Queen's Honour of Distinction
Given by the Queen to recognize an act, a series of acts, 

or general behavior that is not already properly 

recognized by other Kingdom orders and awards. The 

token of the honor shall be specified in each reign by the 

Queen. A person may be so honored more than once. 

Tyger of Foreign Legions
Given to those East Kingdom subjects who have 

demonstrated exceptional martial prowess on the field, or 

supported the East as field support, staff, etc., at events 

held in other kingdoms. An individual may receive this 

honor more than once. 

Given to honor and recognize those young people (up to 

and including the age of 17) who have distinguished 

themselves by acts of valor, honor, chivalry, courtesy, and 

leadership within a youth martial activity. 

Given by the King to acknowledge special merit in an act, 

a series of acts, or general behavior that is not already 

properly recognized by other East Kingdom awards. 

Recommendations for this honor will not be requested or 

entertained. The token for the award shall be specified in 

each reign by the King. A person may be so honored more 

than once. 

The King's Esteem of Merit


